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Student
contributions
We are looking for
a student
contribution to
feature in every
issue of the TSAS
History newsletter.
If there is topic you
are particularly
interested in
writing about
please make
submissions to
cramsbottom5kt@
yare-edu.org.uk or
lpaterson7nrj@yar
e-edu.org.uk> and
we will try to
feature you!
It needs to be
around 100 words
and can be on ANY
historical topic of
your choice.
Look forward to
reading!

Recommended
read of the
month

The Castle of
Tangled Magic

Introduction - Mr Whiteman
This month we have had more interest than ever for our topic on Witches. In particular, this is a topic that Y8 have enjoyed
immensely during their lessons on the ‘Stuarts’ topic. The history of witches is fascinating and historians are re-evaluating their
assessment all the time. Today historians tend to view the witch craze less as a random event and more of a systematic attack on
women during a time of unrest in the 17th century: this is called a femicide. In class students have questioned their opinion of
history and explored how women are portrayed. Well done to all our Y8s involved.

Katie Denmar- Year 11- The Salem witch trials- 1692 to 1693

As we get closer and closer to Halloween, it’s only natural to be interested in
the belief in witches. This was very much the same in the mid 1400s where
witch hysteria first took its toll on the middle ages where sadly, many
single/widowed women were the most commonly accused, tried on the
ducking stool or tortured into the truth then hanged or burned at the stake.
In fact these beliefs lasted all the way up to the early 1600s. However as
the hysteria dyed down in Europe, it very quickly spread to America ,which
was commonly known as the new world back then, more specifically in
Salem, Massachusetts.
It began when one 9 year old and 11 year old girls started suffering from fits,
body contortions and uncontrolled screaming ( which we now have
identified to be the symptoms of a fungus they congested) and as more
people got this illness, mass hysteria of witches quickly broke out. Over 150
people were accused of witchcraft (even men) and 18 were successfully
murdered, making this America’s greatest trial of witchcraft in history.
So maybe for next Halloween it might be better to go as a ghost.

Caption contest
Create a caption
Send to
lpaterson7nrj@y
are-edu.org.uk

What are we doing in
history this half term
in KS3?

Year 7-Medieval life
Year 8- Empires
Year 9- WWI
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Sophie Crowle-Year 11- Witchﬁnder General
Matthew Hopkins, the Witchﬁnder General, was on a mission; Destroy anything to do with the works
of the devil. Hopkins’ fascination and somewhat trepidation regarding witches primarily began in 1644, as he believed
several witches were regularly practising their dark arts close to his home. The tip of the iceberg came when he supposedly
overheard a group of women discussing their next meeting with the devil and from then on your witchﬁnder general
was in full action. He claimed to be officially commissioned by Parliament in 1645 with a brief to uncover and
prosecute all witches, however the full extent to whether this is true, is unknown. Hopkins would go on to be responsible
for over 300 convictions of witches, in particular working within the East Anglia area. Many of his methods to
investigate witchcraft stemmed from King James’ bestseller ‘Daemonologie’ which promoted looking for the devil’s
mark, cutting and sleep deprivation, however a personal favourite to Hopkins was a twist on a medieval favourite the
‘swimming trial.’ Hopkins died in 1647 and the circumstances surrounding his death highly debated, with some
believing that he drowned under his own ‘swimming trial’ after being accused of witchcraft himself!
Lana Watson-Augood-Year 9-Witches- modern and historical
Are they real? Or are they just a foe to keep the public scared and women suppressed? Well, throughout
history witches have been turned into these horrible monsters that sin under Satan's name and
deceive one another but they're not actually that bad. Yes you're right we curse and we work with
spirits that you think are “satan’s spawn” but the mainstream media has been known the exploit
these stories and create them into things there not, so ﬁrst I’m going to start off by saying
witches and deities and some demons are NOT EVIL. (well some anyway) witches use their practice to
help people for self - growth and personal development 95% of the time they would just like a better
understanding of the universe and their bodies as there is a much more spiritual awakening than
you think. So what is a witch? Witch , from old English wicca “female magician, sorceress” in later
use especially “ a woman supposed to have dealings with the devil or evil spirits and to be able to
perform supernatural acts” . Low german wikken, wicken “to use witchcraft,” and even sometimes A
witch is someone witH a higher vibrational frequency. The most famous witch of all timE

History Meme of
the month

Elly Kedward most commonly known as the Blair
witch, is said to be one of the most haunting stories
of our time. Due to the stigma of witches and
warlocks, many thousands of men and women were
persecuted for being different and outspoken under
the belief that they were practicing magic.
Still to this day in 21 st century living, many face a
misunderstood stigma and attitude from others who
may not understand or wish to learn their way of
living.

Victor Wang- Year 7
The way people's attitudes towards witches has
adapted through the ages is fascinating. The
earliest form of witchcraft was written in the
Bible some time in between 931bc and 721bc a
witch by the name of the Witch of Endor
summoned a dead spirit in section 2 Prophets,1
Samuel. From then on the attitude towards
witchcraft has not been pretty. The Tudors for
example drowned and burned witches at the stake
,but as humanity moved on they forgot about
witches until the early 19th century. The Brothers
Grimm in 1812 published their first book The
Children's And Household Tales featuring the tale
Hansel and Gretel in the story they are captured
by a cannibal witch who keeps Hansel in a cage,
this one tale had pushed many other writers into
writing about witchcraft which bring us to the
second half of the 20th century, Today many
writers still use witchcraft as a theme for their
stories Harry Potter, The Chronicles of Narnia and
many more are still being written it's needless to
say witchcraft and magic was and always will be a
part of our community.
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This month in History
What?

2nd November 1936
BBC launched

20th November 1945
Nuremberg trials begin

What?
22nd November 1963
JFK assassinated

